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Abstract
Automatic text generation based on neural language models has achieved performance levels that make the generated text almost
indistinguishable from those written by humans. Despite the value that text generation can have in various applications, it can also be
employed for malicious tasks. The diffusion of such practices represent a threat to the quality of academic publishing. To address these
problems, we propose in this paper two datasets comprised of artificially generated research content: a completely synthetic dataset
and a partial text substitution dataset. In the first case, the content is completely generated by the GPT-2 model after a short prompt
extracted from original papers. The partial or hybrid dataset is created by replacing several sentences of abstracts with sentences that
are generated by the Arxiv-NLP model. We evaluate the quality of the datasets comparing the generated texts to aligned original texts
using fluency metrics such as BLEU and ROUGE. The more natural the artificial texts seem, the more difficult they are to detect and the
better is the benchmark. We also evaluate the difficulty of the task of distinguishing original from generated text by using state-of-the-art
classification models.
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1. Introduction
The Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) can
be considered as a major milestone in the domain
of deep learning and Natural Language Processing
(NLP). Since then, various forms of state-of-the-art
transformer models such as the Generative Pre-training
model (GPT) (Radford et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) and Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2019)
have been introduced and utilized for a diverse amount
of NLP tasks. To cite some, Natural Language Gen-
eration (NLG) (Radford et al., 2019), text classifica-
tion (Yang et al., 2019), machine translation (Lample
and Conneau, 2019) and text summarization (Lewis et
al., 2019). The aforementioned research show that the
transformer models are capable of producing outstand-
ing results.
The GPT model has been recently updated to signifi-
cantly improve the quality of the generated text. For
example, the GPT-2 model (Radford et al., 2019) is
competent enough to produce natural text that looks
like as if written by a human (Solaiman et al., 2019).
Regardless of the valuable contribution provided by
these models for the betterment of NLP in general,
some concerns have been raised about the a potential
risks associated to such models. These models can be
misused for malicious tasks such as fake news gen-
eration (Zellers et al., 2019), (Vosoughi et al., 2018),
fake review generation (Adelani et al., 2020) and viral
story generation (Faris et al., 2017), (Wardle and Der-
akhshan, 2017).
Recently, some of these models have been applied for
the computer-assisted writing of research papers (Wang
et al., 2019), reviews (Wang et al., 2020) or theses
(Abd-Elaal et al., 2019). Despite the advantages in

alleviating researchers’ workload, a risk for misuse of
these technologies exists. A recent work (Cabanac and
Labbé, 2021) shows that old textual generation models
based on context-free grammars, such as SciGen1, are
being actively used in academic publishing, although
their detection is relatively easy since they tend to pro-
duce nonsense or “tortured phrases” – weirdly para-
phrased versions of scientific terms. Therefore, im-
mediate research on detection of academic texts that
are artificially generated is imperative. In this way, re-
searchers will also have a tool to determine whether
these powerful models were used in a responsible way
or not. To develop such detection methods, there is a vi-
tal requirement of a corpus composed of automatically
generated academic content. This is the main purpose
of the present research.

2. Related Work
2.1. Human Detection of Machine Generated

Text
Several research works have been conducted regarding
human-detection of machine generated text. (Bakhtin
et al., 2019) considers human-detection as a ranking
task. Based on a thorough analysis of how human de-
tection is affected by factors such as sampling method
and the length of the text excerpt, the authors of (Ip-
polito et al., 2019b) consider that human detectors per-
form well in finding semantic errors in machine gener-
ated text. (Gehrmann et al., 2019) claims that the ac-
curacy of human detection of artificially generated text
without any tool is only 54%. (Ippolito et al., 2019a)
has identified that humans focus mostly on semantic er-

1https://github.com/strib/scigen.git

https://github.com/strib/scigen.git
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rors, while the discriminative models such as fine-tuned
BERT focus more on statistical artifacts. One of the
latest tools, RoFT (Real or Fake Text) tool (Dugan et
al., 2020), is used to evaluate human detection showing
that the text generation models are capable to fool hu-
mans by one or two sentences. A recent research (Clark
et al., 2021) shows that training humans on evaluation
task for GPT-3 generated text only improves the over-
all accuracy upto 50%.Despite the interest in measuring
the ability of humans to detect automatically generated
text, not much research has been conducted to develop
automatic tools to distinguish machine generated text
from human written text.

2.2. Automatic Detection of Machine
Generated Text

The introduction of the statistical model GLTR (Giant
Language model Test Room) (Gehrmann et al., 2019)
can be considered as a major milestone for the detec-
tion of automatically generated text. The authors con-
sider the stylometric details of texts by incorporating
three types of tests: the probability of the word, the ab-
solute rank of a word and the entropy of the predicted
distribution. Afterwards, they compute per-token like-
lihoods and visualize histograms over them to support
humans in detection of automatically generated con-
tent. A recent research (Al-Kadhimi and Löwenström,
2020) has extended the work done in GLTR by feed-
ing the output of GLTR to a Convolutional Neural Net-
work, which automatically classifies whether the input
reviews are human written or machine generated.
Another turning point is the establishment of the
GROVER (Zellers et al., 2019), in which it’s architec-
ture is a combination of a generation model and detec-
tion model. News are generated using a transformer
based model which has an architecture similar to GPT-
2 (Radford et al., 2019). But (Radford et al., 2019) have
used conditional generation (on article meta data) and
nucleus sampling. Afterwards, a zero shot detection is
performed using a simple linear classifier on top of the
pre-trained GROVER model. The authors have exper-
imented detection with existing other models as well(
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and BERT(Devlin
et al., 2018)) reporting the highest accuracy for their
own GROVER model and claiming that the best mod-
els in forming fake content are also the best models in
detection. Contrary to that, Uchendu shows, however,
that GROVER cannot correctly detect texts generated
by language models other than GROVER itself.
Lots of research have leveraged the RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019), a masked and non-generative language
model to detect automatically generated text. (So-
laiman et al., 2019) has proved that the discrimina-
tive model of RoBERTa outperforms generative mod-
els such as GPT-2 in detection task. Such findings con-
tradict with GROVER authors’ claim that the genera-
tive model is better in detecting text generated by itself.
(Fagni et al., 2021) reveals that the RoBERTa can de-

feat traditional machine learning models, such as bag of
words, and neural network models, such as RNNs and
CNNs, regarding the detection of automatically gen-
erated tweets. Moreover, (Uchendu et al., 2020) shows
that RoBERTa outperforms existing detectors in detect-
ing automatically generated news articles and product
reviews which are generated by state of the art models
like GPT-2. Despite the success of RoBERTa, recent
research (Jawahar et al., 2020) shows that its depen-
dence on large amounts of data, limits limits its use
for detection. (Wolff and Wolff, 2020) challenges the
RoBERTa model by exposing it with homoglyph and
misspelling attacks and their results show a drastic drop
in recall. This shows that the future detection models
should be robust against such attacks. To test and eval-
uate the detection models, it is of key importance to
have a dataset that incorporates such attacks or traps, if
possible independent of any specific detection method.

Many of the research on detection assumes that the
generator is known ((Gehrmann et al., 2019), (Zellers
et al., 2019)). Therefore their approaches are inca-
pable in generalizing the settings so that it works well
when the generator architectures and corpora are dif-
ferent in training and testing stages. However, in real
world settings, a detection model faces indeterminate
and evolving data. This issue has been addressed to
a certain level by (Bakhtin et al., 2019), which pro-
vides a thorough experimental setup and quantitative
results. (Ippolito et al., 2019a) fine-tunes the BERT
model for detection and analyzes how factors like sam-
pling strategies and text excerpt length impact the de-
tection task. Another research (Varshney et al., 2020)
produces a formal hypothesis testing framework and
sets error exponents limits (in terms of perplexity and
cross-entropy) for large scale models such as GPT-2
and CTRL in order to find limits in detecting text gener-
ated by them. One of the latest research (Maronikolakis
et al., 2020) leverages Transformers to detect headlines
generated by GPT-2 model. In this approach, the mod-
els learn from the datasets and classifies text as ma-
chine generated text or human-written text. It makes
use of 4 types of classifiers: Baselines (Logistic Re-
gression, Elastic Net), Deep learning (CNN, Bi-LSTM,
Bi-LSTM with Attention), Transfer learning via ULM-
Fit and Transformers (BERT, DistilBERT) for the de-
tection task. The results show that BERT scores an
overall accuracy of 85.7%.

In addition to transformer based models many research
works conducted for the detection make use of other
types of deep learning models as well as statistical
models. (Vijayaraghavan et al., 2020) experiments nu-
meric representation such as Tf-idf and word2vec, as
well as neural networks such as ANNs and LSTMs on
detection of fake news. A latest research (Harada et al.,
2021) suggests two approaches – CPCO (Consistency
of anti preceding sentence using Cosine words Over-
lapping), and CICO (Consistency of opposing Input
sentences using Cosine words Overlapping) –, which
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utilize sentence coherence for the detection task. Also
(Jawahar, ) leverages different discourse models for de-
tection. By exposing style-based classifiers to syntac-
tic and semantic permutations, (Bhat and Parthasarathy,
2020) shows the limitations of style-based classifiers
which highly rely on provenance to detect fake text.
Furthermore, (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2017) highlights the
importance of linguistic features such as semantic, syn-
tactic and lexical features in distinguishing the machine
generated news from human written news.

Although there are lots of research conducted for the
detection of automatically generated content such as
news paper articles, reviews, tweets, headlines and
so on, only a limited number of detection research
is dedicated to academia. These works (Xiong and
Huang, 2009; Lavoie and Krishnamoorthy, 2010) have
mainly focused on the authenticity of the references.
(Amancio, 2015) has examined topological properties
in natural and generated papers as a source for detec-
tion. (Williams and Giles, 2015) has proposed vari-
ous measures in detecting generated academic content.
SciDetect (Nguyen and Labbé, 2016) is another re-
search which considers inter-textual distance using all
the words and nearest neighbour classification for de-
tection. The authors have analyzed the existing meth-
ods for detecting automatically generated paper and re-
lied on Probabilistic Context Free Grammar (PCFG)
to detect fake academia. However, their approach re-
lies on the fact that word distributions are identical to
that of human written content, an assumption that is
not always verified. A recent research (Cabanac and
Labbé, 2021) proposes a rule based detection mecha-
nism which leverage third party search engines to dis-
tinguish automatically generated papers based on im-
probable word sequences found in them, but their ap-
proach can only detect grammar based computer gen-
erated papers. However, among all the works about the
detection of automatically generated text, there is no
research on texts in the academic or scholarly domain,
despite the availability of such data and the potential
danger in the misuse of generative models in this do-
main.

In order to leverage the deep learning models to detect
automatically generated research content from human
written content, a corpus of artificially generated aca-
demic content is required. Many latest research (Ca-
banac and Labbé, 2021), (Xiong and Huang, 2009)
have leveraged SCIgen to generate a dataset for their re-
search. But SCIgen generates nonsense (because it fo-
cuses on amusement rather than coherence) using con-
text free grammar. To test methods and encourage re-
search in this area, we propose a benchmark of aca-
demic papers that are generated using state-of-the-art
models like GPT-2 an that look as if they were written
by humans. This paper presents the dataset that com-
poses this benchmark, explain how it has been built and
evaluate its usefulness for the detection of automati-
cally generated academic texts.

3. Benchmark datasets

To the best of our knowledge, there are no publicly
available corpora which can be used as a benchmark
dataset to experiment the detection of automatically
generated academic content. However, as explained
above, such a benchmark is a prerequisite for any re-
search in the field of fake text detection, which repre-
sents an important issue for the academic world. This
paper presents datasets for this purpose.

We built two corpora: one containing automatically
generated papers and a hybrid dataset which contains
original (human written) abstracts in which some sen-
tences are substituted with machine generated sen-
tences. We designed them as a mixture of natural (writ-
ten by humans) and artificial (generated) content that
should be not easily detected by a machine and we used
different generation strategies. In order to achieve this,
we had to tune the models to generate content in a win-
dow of “credibility”, or in other words that the gener-
ated content could appear as original to an uninformed
reader. The automatically generated paper dataset and
the hybrid dataset contain average word counts of 1243
and 177, respectively.

The first corpus is composed of artificially generated
research papers, aligned to the original abstract from
which the writing prompt was chosen. It corresponds
to the situation in which a malicious author would cre-
ate a full text to submit, in a similar way to Sci-Gen.
Their length is variable as they can be composed from
the abstract alone to more sections such as introduc-
tion, related work and conclusion. We eliminated sec-
tions such as Methodology and Results and Evaluation,
because they mostly contain diagrams and tables which
can reveal too easily their (synthetic) origin. Few ex-
amples showing content from the original paper and
the respective generated paper are available in Table
1. Here the original papers correspond to the papers
which were used as prompts for the models to perform
generation.

The second corpus is a collection of abstracts which
are composed of a combination of original content and
machine generated sentences. It corresponds to a sit-
uation in which an author would recur to language
generation to fill in certain parts of hers paper. To
compose this corpus, we ignored papers containing the
name of the proposed model, product or project in the
proposal statement of the abstract, as the Arxiv-NLP
model might suggest a name that would not be consis-
tent with the rest of the abstract (the sentences extracted
from the original abstract), thus making the generated
abstract too easily distinguishable from human written
abstracts. Table 2 shows some examples of the original
abstracts and their corresponding generated abstracts.

The dataset is available at the following
URL: https://github.com/vijini/
GeneratedTextDetection.git.

https://github.com/vijini/GeneratedTextDetection.git
https://github.com/vijini/GeneratedTextDetection.git
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Original Paper Generated Paper
Finally, in this task, we used comparative evaluations
to determine the quality of the sets of generated KPs.
Obviously, this results with rankingbased evalua-
tion. Establishing an absolute evaluation metric in
this context merits further investigation. We thank
all participating teams for taking the time to par-
ticipate in this challenging new shared task. We be-
lieve that these contributions, along with the data
collected and shared in this report, will be valuable
to further advance the research around KPA and
related tasks.

Finally, in this task, we used comparative evaluations
to estimate the quality of the sets of generated texts.
We expect the task and the findings reported in this
paper to be relevant for researchers working on
text summarization and argument mining. Intro-
duction Key Point Analysis (KPA) was introduced
in BarHaim et al. (2020a,b) as a challenging NLP
task with tight relations to Computational Argu-
mentation, Opinion Analysis, and Summarization,
and with many practical applications (Bar-Haim et
al., 2021).

We show that the mixed-domain transfer learning ap-
proach does not always work well. We found the
combination of the non-graph DSM (for captur-
ing local relationships) and CNN (for extracting
global relationships) to be a promising approach
towards creating a gener- alizable solution for de-
tecting COVID-19 online misinformation. In the
future, we plan to investigate the gener- alizability
of the DSM models created using deep learning ar-
chitectures such as BERT.

We show that the mixed-domain transfer learning
approach is more effective across most of the di-
mensions of the COVID-19 data. Specifically,
we show that the shallow mixed-domain transfer
learning approach is more effective across the fol-
lowing dimensions of the COVID-19 data: granu-
lar (grained), shallow (skewed), and deep (deeper).
We show that the shallow mixed-domain transfer
learning approach is more effective across the fol-
lowing dimensions of the COVID-19 data: tempo-
ral dimension (the context in the dataset evolves),
length dimension.

Table 1: Some examples of original vs. generated papers in the “fully generated” corpus.

Original Abstract Generated Abstract
Our experiments suggest that models possess belief-
like qualities to only a limited extent, but update
methods can both fix incorrect model beliefs and
greatly improve their consistency. Although off-the-
shelf optimizers are surprisingly strong belief- updat-
ing baselines, our learned optimizers can outperform
them in more difficult settings than have been consid-
ered in past work.

Our experiments suggest the importance of model
beliefs in learning models, and we show that the
approach outperforms automatic model updating
systems using word representations. Although off-
the- shelf optimizers are surprisingly strong belief- up-
dating baselines, our learned optimizers can outper-
form them in more difficult settings than have been
considered in past work.

Simultaneously evolving morphologies (bodies) and
controllers (brains) of robots can cause a mismatch be-
tween the inherited body and brain in the offspring. To
mitigate this problem, the addition of an infant learn-
ing period by the so-called Triangle of Life framework
has been proposed relatively long ago. However, an
empirical assessment is still lacking to-date. In this
paper we investigate the effects of such a learning
mechanism from different perspectives.

Simultaneously evolving morphologies (bodies) and
controllers (brains) of robots can cause a mismatch be-
tween the inherited body and brain in the offspring. To
mitigate this problem, the addition of an infant learn-
ing period by the so-called Triangle of Life framework
has been proposed relatively long ago. However, an
empirical assessment is still lacking to-date. In this
paper , we present a method to evaluate the effect
of an algorithm based on the development of a hy-
brid human/bot learning framework, which com-
bines the development of both a hybrid robot and
a human model on the same domain.

Table 2: Some examples of original vs. generated abstracts from the “hybrid” corpus.

4. Benchmark Design Methodology

For the first corpus (“fully generated”), we used the
GPT-2 model for the generation of research papers and
the model was fine-tuned by feeding it with papers

extracted from ArXiv2 . We specifically selected the
Computation and Language domain and the 100 latest
papers were chosen to make sure that the papers we
considered were not used to train the original GPT-2

2https://arxiv.org

https://arxiv.org
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model. Moreover, papers with IEEE citation style were
not selected to train the model, because this style rep-
resent citations only as numbers, which does not allow
a reader to verify whether the citations are appropriate
(we do not consider the “References” section for model
training). Each paper was separately used to fine-tune
the GPT-2 model. By choosing the first 50 words of
each original paper as the seed text, a new paper which
is of same length as the original paper was generated
using the fine-tuned model. Likewise, 100 new papers
were generated. The temperature parameter was set to
0.7 to make sure that the generated content are neither
too much random nor too much alike the original pa-
per. For clarity purposes, we ignored the sections such
as methodology, results and evaluation and discussion
which contain diagrams, tables, equations.
The second (“hybrid”) corpus was generated by com-
bining the authentic content and the machine generated
content. For this task we utilized some of the latest
abstracts from Artificial Intelligence domain in ArXiv.
Each hybrid abstract is made of 4 parts. The initial
content is extracted from an original abstract up to the
point where it reveals about the proposal (e.g. “In this
paper,”, “We propose”, “Here we”). The next sentence
is generated until the first full-stop, using the Arxiv-
NLP provided by the Huggingface team (Wolf et al.,
2020). Then, the rest of the original abstract is copied
until the point that corresponds to the conclusion (e.g.
“We conclude”, “Our results show that” ). Again, us-
ing the Arxiv-NLP, the rest of the abstract is generated.
Likewise 100 new abstracts were composed. The tem-
perature parameter was set to 1 and top-p was 0.9. This
generation is done with human intervention, so that it
is biased towards the objective strategy of making the
generated content difficult to detect.

5. Evaluation
We present a double approach to evaluate the utility of
the produced corpora for the task of classifying artifi-
cially generated and human written academic texts in
a context where neural-based generation models have
become common. We first evaluate the intrinsic quality
of the generated texts, assuming that the more natural
they seem the more difficult and the more misleading
they are for the detection methods. We also perform
an application based evaluation using a panel of state-
of-art detection models to assess the difficulty of the
classification task and to check that our benchmark is
not biased towards a specific detection approach.

5.1. Evaluation of the quality of the
generated texts

To assess the instrinsic quality of our benchmark,
we leveraged two metrics: BLEU (Bilingual Evalua-
tion Understudy) (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE
(Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation)
(Lin, 2004) to compare the generated contents with
their respective original contents. BLEU and ROUGE

are two traditional metrics used to compare the candi-
date (generated) text with the reference (original) text.
They are traditionally considered as fluency metrics
that indicates how natural an artificial text is compared
to a natural original one. BLEU is a precision based
score while ROUGE is a recall based score. We calcu-
lated the BLEU score at uni-gram and sentence levels
and ROUGE at uni-gram (1), bi-gram (2) and Longest
Common Sub-sequence (L) levels. All the results with
respect to BLEU and ROUGE scores are provided in
Table 3 and Table 4 for the fully generated and hybrid
datasets, respectively. For all the evaluations, 80/20
training/test split was done on the datasets.
In general, all the average figures are quite high (more
than 0.8), which indicates that the artificial texts are
quite similar to natural ones. Of course come of the
generated texts could be identified as “copies” of the
original texts but they have nevertheless been artifi-
cially generated and it is interesting to evaluate the de-
tection models against these texts that “look” natural.
The tables represent both the minimum and average
scores, so that a reader can get an idea about the quality
of the overall dataset by the average score, while mini-
mum score provides an idea of the quality of individual
fully generated or hybrid research articles. Minimum
vs. average scores comparison shows that the method-
ology ensures a wide diversity of generated data: some
artificial texts are quite different from the original ones
and presumably easier to detect.
Rouge-1 and Rouge-L scores are almost similar when
they are rounded off to three decimal places. But when
we consider more decimal places, it can be seen that
the Rouge-1 scores are slightly higher than the Rouge-
L scores. If we consider overall Unigram vs. sentence
BLEU, as the unigram BLEU metric is more tolerant
than the sentence one, it is normal that the sentence
BLEU scores, although quite high, are lower than the
unigram BLEU scores.
When we look at the results on Table 3, it can be seen
that the uni-gram BLEU scores are higher than uni-
gram ROUGE scores. On the other hand, when we
measure the scores considering a longer sequence (ei-
ther sentence level in BLEU or Longest Common Sub-
sequence in ROUGE ), the BLEU scores are lower than
ROUGE ones.
When we look at the Table 4, it can be seen that the av-
erage BLEU scores are always less than the respective
ROUGE scores. When we refer the two tables 3 and 4,
it can be seen that the average BLEU scores are always
higher in the fully generated dataset compared to hy-
brid dataset, which means the fully generated dataset
has a better precision (that is, a good portion of the
generated n-grams are also in the original text). On
the other hand, it can be seen that the average ROUGE
scores of the fully generated dataset is lower than the
hybrid dataset. This means that the recall of the hy-
brid dataset is at a better level compared to the other
dataset (this is expected as parts of the original text are
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included in the generated one). The minimum scores
are relatively high for both BLEU and Rouge, indicat-
ing that there is a good degree of similarity between the
texts even when they are most dissimilar.

5.2. Evaluation of the classification difficulty
Since our datasets are to be used for benchmarking
classification models, we also evaluate the difficulty of
the classification task.
To verify that the proposed benchmark is not biased to-
wards a specific model type, we consider a variety of
models, i.e. statistical models such as Bag of Words
(Harris, 1954) as well as deep learning based mod-
els. As Bag of Words models, we consider Multino-
mial Naive Bayes, Passive Aggressive Classifier Multi-
nomial Classifier with Hyper-parameter (alpha) algo-
rithms and Support Vector Machine (Cortes and Vap-
nik, 1995). For the vocabulary, we considered not only
single words but n-grams of size 1 - 3 words. As
deep learning based models, we consider basic LSTM,
Bi-LSTM (with the same configuration used by (Ma-
ronikolakis et al., 2020)), BERT and DistilBERT (Sanh
et al., 2019).
The classification results are presented in Table 5 and
Table 6 for fully generated and hybrid datasets, respec-
tively. As per the results, the highest classification
score was obtained by the DistilBERT model regard-
ing both the datasets: the scores are 62.5% and 70.2%
for the fully generated dataset and the hybrid dataset,
respectively. These results show that the generated cor-
pora are competent enough to be used as a baseline
datasets to experiment detection.
As expected, the scores differs from one model to the
other, the deep learning based models having higher
accuracy scores than the statistical models. The higher
scores are obtained by DistilBERT model on both the
datasets: 62.5% and 70.2% for the fully generated
dataset and the hybrid dataset, respectively. Interest-
ingly, if most models perform slightly better on the Hy-
brid Dataset, it is not the case of LSTM model which
achieves a much better score on the Fully Generated
Dataset and of BERT and passive aggressive classifier
at lesser degrees. This is an argument for including
both datasets and different types of generated data in
our benchmark. Despite these differences, we observe
globally that the accuracy scores are not very high, even
for DistilBERT. This is the most important point to as-
sess the quality of our benchmark in terms of classifi-
cation difficulty.
We did a comparison of our results to the latest research
works (Maronikolakis et al., 2020) and the results are
depicted in Table 7. The overall accuracies regarding
our datasets are lower when compared with the afore-
mentioned research. This may be due to the fact that
Maronikolakis et al. focus on the generation of short
content (headlines) but it shows that our datasets are
more difficult to classify than theirs, which makes it a
better benchmark proposal.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a benchmark proposal for detecting
automatically generated research content and describes
how it has been produced. We have considered the de-
tection as a binary classification task and tested vari-
ous classification algorithms. The results show that the
existing state of the art models for classification could
provide a maximum accuracy of 70.2% on our dataset.
This result shows that this problem is open and there is
room for further improvement in term of accuracy.
Faced with the proliferation of automatically generated
content and the risks of scientific misconduct that this
represents for the academic world, it is essential to
develop efficient detection methods to as to disqual-
ify fake research articles or artificially reviews. The
production of datasets of automatically generated aca-
demic texts at the level of quality of the best auto-
matic content generation methods (such as deep learn-
ing based models) is an indispensable prerequisite. Our
proposed benchmark fits into this framework, the next
step being the design of classification methods capable
of detecting artificially generated academic content.
As a future work, we plan to develop original methods
oriented to the task of detecting automatically gener-
ated texts and fragments, possibly leveraging knowl-
edge to detect contradictions and out-of-context sen-
tences. Moreover, we hope to increase the size of
the dataset by adding more papers to the corpus and
thereby re-generating the results.
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Score unigram level
BLEU

sentence BLEU Rouge-1 Rouge -2 Rouge-L
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DistilBERT 62.5

Table 5: Classification Results for Fully Generated Dataset
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